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OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW: MAY YOU 

BE HAPPY THE WHOLE YEAR THROUGH! 

 

 

We have had rain here in the Antelope Valley.  The beginning of the rain season starts October 1st and there 

was zero rain fall, however, by December 30th we have had 5.87 inches at the Poppy Reserve.  That is a 

great start for the wildflower season.  Lets hope good weather and more rain will give us a wonder showing 

of wildflowers this year. 

 

The mountains around us had snow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tehachapi Mountains 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

San Gabriel Mountains 
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CANADA GEESE 

Branta canadensis 

 

The Canada goose has a black head and neck with a white “chinstrap” 

with brown plumage.  The average Canada goose ranges from 30 to 

43 inches in length and has a wingspan of 50 to 73 inches.  The aver-

age male weighs from 5.7 to 14.3 pounds while the average female 

weighs 5.3 to 12.1 pounds.  Their life span is from 10 to 24 years in 

the wild. They originally would breed in Canada and the northern U.S. 

and would migrate further south in the winter.  Some geese still fol-

low the usual migration pattern, but large flocks have established per-

manent residences as far south as Florida.  Now the Canada geese oc-

cur year-round in the southern part of their breeding range, including most of the eastern seaboard and the 

Pacific coast.  Also, between California and South Carolina in the  southern United States and northern Mex-

ico.  When they migrate they will fly in a V-shaped formation up to 3,000 feet.  Researchers have found the 

front position of the V-shape is rotated since flying in front consumes the most energy.  The lead bird flies 

slightly lower than its neighbors forming turbulence that improves the lift of the birds behind it.  When the 

lead bird gets tired, it drops back to rest and another goose takes its place.  They typically migrate at night 

which allows them to avoid nocturnal predators, take advantage of the calmer air, and cool themselves.  In 

the U.S., the Canada goose is the second-most damaging bird (turkey vultures are the most damaging) for 

airplane strikes.  Most crashes and fatalities occur when a goose strikes an aircraft engine.  The Canada goose 

is more dangerous to aircraft than most birds because of its large size, a tendency to fly in flocks, and the 

ability to fly extremely high. 

 

Canada geese are mostly herbivores.  They eat grass, beans, grains such as wheat, rice and corn.   In the    

water, it feeds from aquatic plants by sliding its bill at the bottom of the body of water.  It also feeds on 

aquatic plant-like algae, such as seaweeds and aquatic plants.  They sometimes also eat small insects, crusta-

ceans, and fish.  In urban aeras Canada geese will pick food from garbage bins or accept it from humans. 

 

During the second year of their lives, Canada geese find a mate.  They are monogamous, and most couples 

stay together all of their lives.  If one dies, the other may find a new mate.  Females lay from two to nine 

eggs with an average of five, and both parents protect the nest while the eggs incubate, but the female spends 

more time at the nest than the male.  The nest is usually located in an elevated area near water such as 

streams, lakes, and ponds.  The incubation period, in which the female incubates while the male remains 

nearby, lasts for 24-32 days after laying.  The babies, called goslings, hatch and they can walk, swim, and 

find food immediately upon hatching.  The goslings are vulnerable to predators, so their parents fiercely pro-

tect them.  The parents will often violently chase away nearby creatures (honking loudly), from small black-

birds to lone humans who approach, after warning them by giving off a hissing sound they may then attack 

with bites and slaps of the wings. 
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Predators are raccoons, foxes, coyotes, bears, ravens, crows, gulls, owls, eagles, falcons and humans.  Some 

species will prey on the eggs and also take a gosling.  Although parents are hostile to unfamiliar geese, they 

may form groups of a number of goslings and a few adults, called creches. 

 

The offspring enter the fledgling stage any time from 6 to 9 weeks of age.  They do not leave their parents 

until after the spring migration, when they return to their birthplace.  As the annual summer molt also takes 

place during the breeding season, the adults loose their flight feathers for 20-40 days, regaining flight about 

the same time as their goslings start to fly. 

 

Canada geese are known for their seasonal migrations.  Most have staging or resting areas where they join up 

with others.  Their autumn migration can be seen from September to the beginning of November.  Some 

geese return to the same nesting ground year after year and lay eggs with their mate, raising them in the same 

way each year.   

 

These geese are very successful at living in human-altered areas.  Canada geese have proven able to establish 

breeding colonies in urban and cultivated areas, which provide food and few natural predators.  The success 

of this common park species has led to its often being considered a pest species because of its depredation of 

crops and its noise, droppings, aggressive territorial behavior toward both humans and other animals, and its 

habit of begging for food (caused by human hand feeding).   

 

Look for signs of aggression. An angry goose will extend its 

neck and head toward a potential threat. It will open its 

mouth and hiss threateningly. It may also honk, squawk, flap 

its wings to look bigger, or run at you. Do not approach a 

goose that indicates anger or is tending its eggs or young.  

 

They are found around man-made bodies of water near food sources, such as those found on golf courses, in 

public parks and beaches and in planned communities. Canada geese are frequently a year-round feature of 

such urban environments. 

 

Conservation Status.  By the early 20th century, over hunting and habitat loss lowered Canada goose numbers 

so low that the Canada goose was believed to be extinct.  In 1962, a small flock of giant Canada geese was 

discovered.  In 1964, the Northern Prairie Wildlife Research Center started operations in North Dakota to re-

store the goose population.  Currently they are categorized as “least concern”.  It is protected outside of hunt-

ing seasons by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act in the US. and Migratory Birds Convention Act in Canada. 

 

Can you eat Canada Geese?  The answer is yes, however, it is illegal to sell wild game including Canada 

geese in most places, but it is not illegal to eat.  If you hunt for these geese during a legal hunting season, it is 

perfectly fine to eat.   
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IS IT BAD TO FEED WILD BIRDS BREAD? 

 

Feeding birds is a great pastime whether you are at a 

public park or local pond..  However it may not be a 

good idea for the birds.  People like to take bread 

because it is easy to take and break up to feed the 

birds.  Below are some reasons not to do this.   

 

• Bread has very little nutritional value for wild birds as it contains little to no protein and too much salt.  

Filling birds up with bread will discourage them from looking for healthier foods and could lead to stunted 

growth, malnutrition and other problems. 

• Birds that are regularly offered bread can become dependent on the easy and unhealthy food source, put-

ting them at risk for starvation if the supply of bread suddenly stops. 

• Feeding bread to birds in the spring can be especially dangerous as chicks are at risk for not getting 

enough essential nutrients for healthy growth and could die or grow to be weak adults. 

• Birds that are regularly fed bread by humans can become bold and less afraid—coming up to people while 

they are eating lunch at the park or even nipping at children as they eat a sandwich.  Throwing bread 

crumbs into the center of a flock can also trigger aggression and fighting amongst the birds themselves.  

Excerpts by Rigel Celeste. 

 

Also, it doesn’t take long for the birds to become beggars, some of them even becoming angry if the food isn’t 

forthcoming.  Another problem that can affect generations of geese is they become dependent, with no desire 

to make those long migration flights and fend for themselves so this type of feeding may interfere with normal 

migratory patterns and even eliminating migration in some instances.  Another problem is the adult birds that 

have this artificial feeding may cease teaching the young birds how to forage.  Feeding bread to birds in winter 

and springtime is not a good idea due to the low levels of protein and fat to help them survive the winter and 

the young spring birds do not get enough nutrition to help their bodies develop.  They become accustomed to 

existing on a welfare program and lose their natural survival instincts. 

 

Feeding bread will fill the bird’s stomach and alleviate hunger, but does not provide much nutrition.  The 

same is true for similar bread-like products such as buns, bagels, crackers, chips, pretzels, cookies, cereal and 

donuts.  Also don’t feed them junk food, fast foods, or candy and no scraps of food that are spoiled or moldy 

as mold can be fatal to waterfowl.  Geese are lactose intolerant so no dairy products like milk or yogurt. 

 

So what would be healthier to feed birds? 

• It has been suggested buying bread with whole grains baked in it—still not the best.  Or you could spread 

peanut butter on the bread and add bird seeds and fruit before cutting it up in small pieces. 

• Geese love the bread which is not good for them.  They are mostly vegetarian so items like corn, beans, 

and peas from the can (drained), frozen (thawed), and fresh can be used.  Cut up greens like lettuce, chard, 

cabbage, chopped carrots, green beans and celery.   Can also try whole oats, lentils, brown rice, and split 

peas. 
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